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Overview and preview

• Some mind-boggling professional 
statistics 
• Overview of key terms (impact 
factors, h-index, SNIP, open access)
• What makes an excellent article or 
book?
• What is impact? (hint: citations)
• Some (entirely ignorable) tips for 
self-promotion 



Boggling the mind 

• Elsevier, the top academic publisher, receives 
1.2 million submissions a year

• 365,000 are accepted, adding to 12.6 million 
articles available 

• 700 million downloads, 11 million researchers 
across 120 countries 

• 30-60% rejected
• In 2015, the global academic market was 

projected to be worth about $25.2 billion
• That year, Elsevier had a higher percentage of 

profit than Apple Incorporation  



Boggling the mind 

• A lot of garbage is submitted!
• But, it also makes excellent articles much easier to spot 





Some key professional terms
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Scopus
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Rankings for ERSS (as of March 2017)
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Rankings (as of March 2017)

• 18th out of 753 for “energy” overall, between Energy 
Policy and Energy 



Rankings (as of March 2017)



IFs vary greatly – aim for 1+!



Journal ranking lists - check

https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=top_venues



Journal ranking lists - check

https://scholar.google.com/citations?view_op=top_venues



Journal ranking – beware of 
predators



Journal ranking lists - check
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Journal ranking lists - check



Open access: green and gold



What makes an excellent output?

• Interdisciplinary
• Mixed methods / triangulation 
• Replicability / confirmability 
• Comparative cases
• Engage the journal
• Address a practical problem/puzzle
• Advance or apply concepts and theories  
• Well written 
• Well cited (eventually) 
• Top-performing on alt-metrics 

The idea is that you can design for impact 
and excellence:



What makes an excellent output?

• Primary data (interviews, focus 
groups, surveys), especially 
hard to access places

• Modelling (access to 
supercomputers)

• New/innovative methods 
(shadowing, stalking, diaries)

• Meta-analysis (meta-surveys, 
systematic reviews)

• Content analysis 

Robust methods (and time intensity) sometimes 
a rough proxy:



Another equally valid way: social 
usefulness

Source: Stern, PC, BK Sovacool, and T Dietz. “Towards a Science of Climate and Energy Choices,” 
Nature Climate Change 6 (June, 2016), pp. 547-555



Hierarchies of validity and evidence

For 
experimental, 
behavioural, 
or 
psychological 
designs 



Hierarchies of validity and evidence

For 
econometric 
designs 



Hierarchies of validity and evidence

For qualitative 
designs 



Hierarchies of validity and evidence

• There are others (modelling, reviews)
• Often requires a balancing between them, 

no article excels in all, especially those with 
mixed designs

• A “horses for courses” mentality as well, 
don’t choose higher forms if
• Cannot execute (lack of time, funding, 

access)
• Marginal value to moving up (confidence 

interval stays roughly the same)



UK’s Research Excellence Framework

• Self admission, I probably produce a 4 star myself 
only once every few years

• Especially hard to distinguish 3 star from 4 star: Like 
erotic films and pornography, you “know it when you 
see it”



What is “Impact” beyond the REF 
then? Not only citations: 

• Citation counts (ISI, 
Scopus, or Google Scholar)

• Author impact factor/h-index
• Downloads (journal, 

institutional website, or 
SSRN)

• Court decisions / testimony
• Political debates 

documenting use

• Press releases or citations 
in the popular press

• Personal 
communications/emails/req
uests

• Requests for consultancies 
• Media interview requests 
• Invitations to conferences
• In rare cases, advertising?



“Impact” can take a variety of forms

McCubbin, D and BK Sovacool.  “Quantifying the Health and Environmental 
Benefits of Wind Power to Natural Gas,” Energy Policy 53 (February, 2013), pp. 
429-441. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.enpol.2012.11.004


“Impact” can take a variety of forms



Not just “h” factor: Frank Geels –
total citations 



Not just “h” factor: Mariana 
Mazzucato and a President!



Some oddities and paradoxes, my 
own citation profile: 

• A report leads (and same with some colleagues 
e.g. Jim Watson and Steve Sorrell)

• Elsevier/ScienceDirect dominates (Energy Policy)
• Great variance between Google and others such 

as Scopus (4000 vs 11000)
• Not necessarily my best work is cited the most
• Books hardly there
• Little difference in open access or not
• I do monitor and update (Smith, Brown)
• At some point, passed a threshold to self-

sustaining, difficult to predict 



What do I expect to see?

• An excellent article every 2-3 years
• Consistency in publishing 2 or 3 star 

articles, 2-3 a year
• 500 to 1000 citations in total
• H factor of at least 10, or the “time-tenure 

rule” of H factor / date of PhD (must be 1 
or above)

• At least one article cited 100 times 
• It really can be hyper-competitive

• Postdoc from Stanford with 4 books, 
60+ articles, 8 grants 



It fits closely with criteria for 
“thought leaders”



It fits closely with criteria for 
“thought leaders”



Tips for dissemination and self-
promotion

• It won’t happen by itself, sometimes more work than 
actually writing, submitting, revising, and publishing

• Ask colleagues to (reasonably) cite your work
• Cite the work of your colleagues (“citation clubs”)
• Cite your own research, though not obsessively
• Keep on top of the literature and email others your 
research
− Daniel Kammen example
− Personalized emails to those you cite
− Reference list spamming (an extreme example) 



Tips for dissemination and self-
promotion

• Distribute your material at conferences (my WREC 
example)

• Create e-mail lists of colleagues in particular areas 
(topical and geographic)

• Send to email-lists (more below) but don’t abuse and 
always frame 

• Have a professional and a personal website (next 
few slides)



Websites



Websites



Websites



• Consider journals that give prizes or free open access
• Consider publishers that make your work more widely 

distributed

50

Choose journals that promote 
you



Join networks and mailing lists



Join networks and mailing lists



Join online platforms: Research 
Gate 



Join online platforms: Mendeley



Join online platforms: 
Academia.edu  



Join online platforms: ORCID



Join online platforms: SSRN 





• Arrange for opinion/editorial newspaper 
articles (a great strategy, WSJ)

• Submit material for department websites or 
newsletters 

• Host press releases and/or media events 
(e.g., book launch)

• Reports and policy briefs, data rewritten for a 
general audience

Translate your work into other 
outputs



Translate your work
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Translate your work



Translate your work



Mimic and imitate those you 
admire



Mimic “look”, structure, feel, 
framing, execution, etc. 



That said, don’t underestimate your value

• My mother and the allure of 
students: you have some of 
the best ideas

• Start playing the game
• Start participating in the 

profession 
• Don’t wait for perfection

• Idea ownership
• Time (sometimes 2-3 years for review)
• Distinguishing yourself and your department 

• Partner with professors, 
even those that are not your 
supervisors or advisors 



Summary: Some actionable, near-term 
suggestions 

1. Design some articles for maximum impact from the 
start 

2. Also realize the value to fecundity and 2-3 
contributions a year, “less” excellent 

3. Choose good journals, with good reputations and 
impact factors 

4. Create a Google Scholar account 
https://scholar.google.co.uk/

5. Create a RG profile 
https://www.researchgate.net/home

6. Create a Mendeley Account 
https://www.mendeley.com/newsfeed/

https://scholar.google.co.uk/
https://www.researchgate.net/home
https://www.mendeley.com/newsfeed/


Summary: Some actionable, near-term 
suggestions 

7. Join Academia.edu 
https://www.academia.edu/

8. Join ORCID https://orcid.org/
9. Join SSRN https://www.ssrn.com/en/
10.Join Mailing lists (EASSN, Justice, etc.) and 

then engage, including promoting your own 
work 

11.Post publication, translate into press 
releases and policy briefs 

12.Gently mimic (and cite) those you admire, 
even write to them or write with them 

https://www.academia.edu/
https://orcid.org/
https://www.ssrn.com/en/


Contact Information 

Benjamin K. Sovacool, Ph.D
Professor of Energy Policy 

University of Sussex
Jubilee Building, Room 367

Falmer, East Sussex, BN1 9SL
UK: 01273 877128

International: +44 1273 877128
B.Sovacool@sussex.ac.uk

mailto:B.Sovacool@sussex.ac.uk
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